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BACKGROUND

Futurist Alvin Toffler described a new age, a new society by taking a striking
look at the 1980s and beyond in The Third Wave. His glimpse into the elec
tronic cottage where employees work at home, linked to their corporate base by
a microcomputer, has become a reality for many families, especially those with
the resources to buy a computer and with the education to hold a white collar
job that adapts readily to an electronic workstyle. Although many of Toffler's
forecasts are proving to be accurate, there is growing evidence that women and
minorities may not be finding equitable places in the new wave of work and
societal institutions.

The most revolutionary element of the new civilization that Toffler pictures is
the rapid growth in technology research and application. Current changes in
communications, travel, banking, manufacturing, and everyday living can be
traced directly to the steady development and refinement of the semiconductor
chip and its powerful and varied applications. It is in the technological
marketplace where the opportunity lies for new kinds of careers.

American education has openly embraced the technological revolution rushing to
make computers available to students at all levels. In the enthusiasm to
provide equipment, however, important issues of equity are in danger of being

ignored. One of the most serious problems educators have yet to face is the
fact that computer education has become the privilege of middleclass white
boys (Campbell, 1984). Studies show that in 1983, 67 percent of the more
affluent public schools owned computers, but only 41 percent of the poorer
public schools had them (Ascher, 1984). In addition to school use,
middleclass parents sent many of their children to summer computer camps, to
afterschool and weekend programs, and in fact, often bought computers for
their children to use in their own home. The enrollment ratio of boys to girls
in computer camps (where tuition is usually several hundred dollars) is now
three boys to every one girl (Phi Delta Kappa, 1983).

KEY ISSUES

Educators are learning that just having the machines in a school does not
guarantee equitable access to computers or other items. There is an "access
gap" between the "haves and the havenots" which threatens to become even
wider. Statistics in a study conducted in 1983 show that affluent schools in
urban areas had a computer for every 91 students, whereas in poor urban schools
there was one computer to every 137 students. In wealthier rural schools, the
study showed one computer to every 63 students, buL. poor rural schools had one
computer to every 88 students (Campbell, 1984). What do the numbers mean as
far as the students are concerned? Obviously, the fewer the computers to go
around, the less time there will be for each student's use.

Too few computers increases the danger that the most aggressive and the most
vocal students will find a place at the computer terminal; the reticent will
hold back, and some will never get a turn at all. Cirls generally shy away
from situations where they must fight for their right to use a piece of
equipment, so they are often left standing on the sidelines when computer time
is severely limited. The problems of rural poverty, general accessibility, and
lack of interest in computer technology by some parents living on medium to
small family farms should be addressed. The attitude of "this is the way my

daddy did it" still prevails.
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In addition to the question of access is the issue of how the computer is being
used in the learning process. There is strong evidence to suggest that schools
with high concentrations of minority students use the computers for drill and
practice, but schools with wealthier white populations emphasize computer
programming (Concerns, 1984). Programming has also been taught in special
programs for the gifted and talented, and in some schools, computers have been
reserved for the more talented students. In expressing its concern regarding
equitable treatment of all children in computer and technology education, the
Council of Chief State School Officers issued this statement:

The key question from an equity standpoint is whether the distribution and
use of microcomputers favor any particular group. If comations of access
and use by virtue of socioeconomic status, sex, race, or disability assist
some students in learning to master the computer and develop learning only
to follow the commands of the computer in drill and practice sequence, the
cause of educational equity is not well served (ibid.).

Distribution and use are important items on the equity agenda, but the software
that is used is crucial as well. Available software clearly influences how
computers are used and who uses them in a school setting. For many studeats
and teachers, computer education means math education, because micros are used
exclusively to teach "number crunching" or mathematical problem solving.
Although math-related uses are certainly a legitimate use of computers,
students who already experience math anxiety (traditionally, a large percentage
are girls), computers are regarded as another phobia to be avoided.

There is also an alarmingly high assortment of violent and competitive programs
in classroom use. "Math Invadors," "Big Math Attack," "Duelling Digits," only
reinforce the idea that computers are macho male territory -- no girls allowed!
The video arcade has been called the last bastion of male turf, and the
militaristic, shoot-em-up nature of many pieces of educational software carry
on the worst of video arcade tradition. Games are a salient way to introduce
computers to the reluctant student, but male-oriented games only serve as
"turn-offs" to girls who might be just the ones the teacher is trying to reach
(Campbell, 1984).

The Research: Wh Women Do Not Participate in Technoloa

A review of the research (Assoc. of American Colleges, 1982) and interviews
with experts in the field suggests the following factors as barriers to
participation of women in technology. First is sex-role stereotyping. Sex-
role stereotyping, especially for adolescent girls, continues to be a powerful
factor in deterring participation in technology. Second, there is a lack of
adequate role models for girls, especially in elementary school where they do
not see women successfully involved with technology. Third, there is reticence
on the part of female elementary teachers to use and participate in technology.
Most elementary teachers are women. Many as yet feel uncomfortable using
technology in the classroom. Fourth, many female elementary teachers report
(Glenn, 1985) they feel uncomfortable in the areas of science and math and lack
confidence in their ability to tea 1 these subjects. Fifth, there is the
perception that science and math are "male subject areas." There is a mistaken
idea among some teachers that technology is only usable in science and math
subject areas, both of which are seen as predominantly "male" subjects. Sixth,
teachers unconsciously reinforce sex stereotyping by assuming boys will be more
interested in technology than girls.
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The Research: Wh Minorities Do Not Participate in Technolo

A review of the research and interviews with experts in the field suggest that
the following factors act as barriers to the participation of minorities with
technology (Campbell, 1984). First, as mentioned above, access is a major
issue. Minorities predominantly go to school in less wealthy school districts;
these districts do not have the funds to buy adequate or state of the art
technology. Access is further impeded by the fact that minority families are
overrepresented in the ranks of the poor. Poor parents cannot afford to buy
home computers for their children. Second, is the lack of role models. Role
models are needed to show that minority men and women can succeed in careers
involving high technology. Third, materials are insdequate. Some researchers
report that minorities often are exposed to technology in remedial programs.
These programs consist of "drill and practice" exercises rather than the use of
technology in creative problem solving. A fourth factor may be fear of
technology in the workplace. Many minority parents fear technological change
in the workplace since such changes have led to the phase-out of jobs
traditionallylitld by minorities. This attitude of fear also communicates
itself to their children. Fifth, de facto segregation still occurs. Tracking
and assignments to specific curricular areas still result in relegating
minorities to lower tracks with fewer academic programs with less access to
technology. This is not always conscious policy on the part of school
administrators. Sixth, as with women, unconscious stereotyping may still be a
factor in keeping minorities from being challenged academically. Teachers may
expect less of some minority students, leading them, in turn, to perform less
well. Last, where access to the technology is poorly supervised, the computers
are sometimes taken over by one particular group to the exclusion of others.
This can result in less aggressive minorities, such as Native American
children, being left out.

Inherent Sex Differences? Nature-Nurture?

Much of the early research attempting to account for differences in performance
on science and math achievement tests between girls and boys looked for
inherent traits. Research by Kagan et al. does show some differences in the
way newborns respond to verbal and nonverbal stimuli. Generally, females show
more responsiveness to verbal stimuli than do boys (Mussen, Conger and Kagan,
1969). Maccoby and Jacklin report that boys out-perform girls in tasks
requiring visual and spatial skills, especially depth perception (discrimina-
tions in three dimensions) when asked to solve mazes (Maccoby and Jacklin,
1983). However, much of this research is controversial and open to various
interpretations. Many researchers argue that parents treat boys and girls
differently from birth. Mothers talk to daughters more while preferring
physical interaction with boys (Pelcak & Hansen, n.d.).

Sex-Role Socialization

Research documenting poorer performance in science and math measures is cer-
tainly not new. Tyler reports as early as the 1950s that girls tend to do best
on verbal measures, whereas boys do best on quantitative or spatial problems.
But Tyler and most recent researchers see these differences as a result of sex-
role expectations. Studies of sex-related ability in mathematics by Fennema at
Wisconsin conclude that differences in mathematical performance of boys and
girls are determined almost entirely by socialization. These differences in
socialLtation overwhelm any differences in responses to verbal and nonverbal

stimuli noted in neonates (Fennema, 1984).
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Age, as an important factor in sex-role stereotyping, is supported by two local
studies at the University of Minnesota. In a study of fourth-, fifth-, and
sixth- graders, Glenn found no differences in boys' and girls' attitudes toward
science, math, and computers on most of the questions he asked (Glenn, 1984).
However, studies of adolescent girls by Hedin, also of the University of
Minnesota, found girls very ambivalent in their attitudes on sex roles.
Intellectually, teenage girls see the necessity of succeeding, but emotionally
want to be taken care of. Elementary students thought it was all right for
girls to be good at math and to use computers. By the time adolescence sets
in, however, some girls were not so sure. This may account for the fact that
differences in mathematical performance between boys and girls are more marked
at grade 11 than grade 4 (Pelcak and Hansen, 1977).

By and large, the research is optimistic about changing the teachers' and the
students' attitudes toward sex roles. A review of the research on sex-role
stereotyping by the staff of the Born Free Project at the University of
Minnesota concludes that teachers do change behavior that is the result of
unconscious sex stereotyping when they are sensitized to the problem (Pelcak
and Hansen). The research also points out that sex-role identification takes
place at ages three and four, before the child even enters school (Peicak and
Hansen, 1977).

The research also indicates the importance of exposing elementary-age children
to both male and female teachers. The interaction of both male and female
teachers in the classroom has a beneficial effect on all the children in the
class. The following section summarizes suggestions for teachers,
administrators and parents.

Suggestions to Teachers for Increasing_Participation of Women

Elementary teachers need to be sensitized to the fact that they may still
unconsciously be discouraging girls from being actively involved with classroom
computers and other technology. Workshops that create an awareness of the
problem perhaps give teachers an opportunity to monitor their own behavior and
that of other teachers to evaluate whether or not they do expect less from
girls in regard to competence in science and math and with technology. To
attract teachers with life licenses, inservice needs to be applicable to their
subject areas and college credit should be offered.

Teachers should also be given specific training in designing curriculum that is
free of gender bias. Teachers badly need help in designing software foi com-
puters to meet the specific needs of their own school districts. Help nr;

teachers generate software and other classroom materials free of gender bias
might also help ameliorate some of the fears that teachers have in regard to
technology.

It is important that teachers feel competent and at home with computers and
other technology. As Glenn points out, women teachers feel uncomfortable both
with the technology and, in the case of elementary teachers, with teaching
science and math. Once women elementary teachers themselves feel confident,
then they can provide the role models girls in elementary school so badly need
in order to become interested in science and math.

a/
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Finally, computer companies must be willing to give prolonged in-services to
teachers (not administrators) to help them accommodate the technology. In

these workshops, companies should stress that computers are wonderful teaching
and classroom management tools designed to complement what a teacher does, not
replace it.

Companies must also revise software so that it has appeal to both males and
females. Illustrations and offline materials should show women interacting
with technology.

Suggestions to Teachers for Increasing the Participation of Minorities

As with women, teachers may have lower expectations for some minority groups.
A conversation with Jan Withune of the Minneapolis Public Schools suggests this
may be a particular problem for Native Americans. Workshops should deal
specifically with teacher expectations for minority success with science, math,
and technology rather than be general human relations courses.

Teachers also need to understand the different value systems of various
minority groups and where conflicts in values might occur. For example, much
computer software is written with an aggressive, competitive "I'm in charge"
style that Native Americans find difficult to relate to. Teachers might find
cooperative strategies for computer use and less threatening courseware more
appropriate for some minority groups.

Helping teachers develop diverse teaching strategies will help them meet the
needs of all children in the class. Minority group children would especially

benefit. Teachers need help in developing teaching strategies to integrate
technology with their classroom teaching.

Suggestions for Administrators

Establish a strong mentor program within the school district. Because mentors
play such an important role in developing success-related characteristics in
young people, schools would do well to organize an effective quality mentor
program for students, especially those in high school. A teacher who is given
half time as a release in order to organize and implement an effective mentor
program is an investment that will produce many returns.

The mentor coordinator will contact individuals in the community willing to
serve as mentors. Contracts, times, and other details will be arranged between
the students and the mentor, with the mentor coordinator acting as facilitator
and supervisor. If the students' work can be monitored carefully and if the
work is of sufficient academic quality, high school credit can be awarded, thus
encouraging students to participate.

Through a mentor program, students can have the opportunity to work in a
scientific laboratory, an engineering firm, a television studio, a high tech
manufacturing firm, or a computer-based service industry. The student will see
firsthand what kind of skills are necessary for certain jobs, and he or she
will be able to analyze the career in light of a real-life experience. It can

also provide the opportunity for an especially talented student to advance in
an area where the school curriculum is limited.
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Finding high tech mentors may be a problem in some areas of Greater Minnesota
because of the lack of high tech businesses located nearby. Successful women
and minority individuals from the metropolitan area might be willing to travel
to other parts of the state with reimbursement of expenses. The Minnesota
Alliance for Science has a statewide listing of individuals, as does Women in
Computing.

Encourage Development of Non-Biased Software

Textbook selection committees can expand their role to include the careful
evaluation of computer software. Students, teachers, and parents, along with
curriculum experts, can search out challenging and exciting software packages
that present learning in a non-sexist light. Some software developers (MECC in
Minnesota) are making concerted efforts to produce computer packages that
include culturally diverse themes while at the same time avoiding sexist
language and sexually biased themes. Additional funding needs to be made
available for further developments in appropriate software.

Media materials (films, slide shows, etc.) highlighting interesting role
models, career opportunities, and the positive aspects of the technology
revolution need to be designed and produced for use in rural schools,
individual classrooms, and by parent groups in an effort to raise consciousness
and open minds.

Access to Computers

The way that technology is used in labs and classrooms must be closely
supervised. If computers are only available in advanced science and math
classes, some children will have much less access to them.

Administrators must make sure that equipment does not belong to one department
(for example, the math department). Computers, video equipment, modems, etc.,
are ideally housed in neutral territory, such as the school media center, so
that access is possible for all. Even if it means enlisting the help of
volunteers or paid helpers, equipment should be made available before and after
scnool.

Some school districts also have "loaners." Certain computers are set aside for
parents, children, and teachers to take home. Parents sign for the equipment
and get a brief run-through on the do's and don'ts, and away they go. In
schools where computers are loaned, little damage results and much success has
been reported.

Enough equipment must be provided so that a free-for-all or access-to-the-
strongest policy does not prevail. There's nothing wrong with two students to
a computer. Sometimes the synergy of two working together actually produces
better results than a student alone at a computer. However, if there is only
one computer to a classroom or to a school, there are problems. A sign-up
system can be established, bu: sometimes with "sign-ups" girls will wind up
giving their allotted time away to the boys to avoid being pestered by them.
Teachers need to be careful that this doesn't happen. No one should be bullied
into losing his or her chance at the equipment.

6
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Use of Equipment During Non-Traditional Times

,-0410A-

Many schools have opened their computer labs to community etiucation classes one
or two evenings a week. There are other times when equipment could be utilized
as well, thus greatly expanding accessibility of the machines:

- By hiring a high school ot college student as student consultant,
schools could have the computers available in the late afternoon, early
evenings, and Saturdays. Computers are very durable machines and can
take this increased kind of use. Surge suppressors and fans can be
purchased to help the machines endure expanded use. Parents and
students could come together in the evenings to use their own software.

- Schools and public libraries can work out a cooperative arrangement
whereby certain machines are made available in the summer time in the
public library. Also, school libraries/media centers with computers
should be open part-time in the summer, probably in conjunction with
summer school. This way students could keep up their skills during the
long sumwer months. Older people in the community would have access to
the computers in a place where they feel comfortable and are accustomed
to going for information.

- Latch-key programs are being organized in many school districts. One
option as part of a latch-key program could be classes in computer
programming and video production. The schools' computers and video
equipment could then be used by more students.

Organize a Task Force on Technology Education Equity

Parents, teachers, administrators, and students in locz2 educational agencies
should have a committee to serve as watAdog in the 3chnol system. This
committee can search out useful information for schooi personnel to help them
stay current on developments in hardware and software products. Other
functions for the task force could include developing an evaluation process to
ensure that optimum learning takes place in an equitable manner. Easy-to-use
record keeping systems can be suggested so that school staff can monitor use of
technology programs by sex, race, national origin, and disability, as well as
by mainstream students.

Suggestions for Parents

Parental stereotypes of women in science are longstanding. Boys generally are
encouraged to explore mechanical and scientific pursuits at an early age, girls
are more often directed toward artistic and literary endeavors. Parents often
allow their boys to attend computer camp when they express interest, since they
reason that boys are more likely to go into career paths requiring computer
skills (science, math, engineering).

Parents a generation ago seldom knew a woman doctor or minority lawyer; there-
fore, it was less likely for them to encourage their children in professional
careers if the child was a girl or from a minority family. Mothers and fathers
today need exposure to women and culturally diverse workers from high tech
industries via films, slides, or other visual representations.
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Since counselors traditionally invite parents of seniors to school to explain
college entrance procedures and financial aid forms, the senior "meeting" can
be expanded to demonstrate career options to parents and students. The senior
seminar series can include visiting scientists, and films and slide programs.
If possible, the counselor/parent meetings should take place earlier in the
student's high school career.

Parents of younger students need information also. Thirteen is the pivotal age
in the development of strong likes and dislikes of subject areas for young
people (Rogers, 1984).

Most observers note that boys are attracted to computers more strongly
than girls. If children's use of computers and video games teaches them
useful skills for living in an information society, males are getting off
to a faster start. In the U.S., girls have equal ability to boys in math
and science until around age 12 (sixth grade), thereafter girls often
develop a negative attitude toward these subjects and avoid them in high
school, thus limiting their career opportunities.

The reasons for the development of this negative attitude toward math and
science by gtrls around age 12 should be analyzed.

Because students develop prejudices at such an early age, schools should reach
parents while their children are still young. Science fairs, inventors fairs,
and other special activities such as field trips to science centers, can all
help to encourage interest in scicnce among all students, especially if
teachers and administrators take special pains to invite all students to
participate. More emphasis than usual can be placed on such projects by
sending special letters home inviting parents to a pre-project meeting;
enlisting parent help by explaining all the details; assigning a teacher (with
extra pay) or enlistinc volunteers to work with the students after school in
organizing their work for a fair; having science practitioners available at PTA
meetings to explain the kind of work they do. Programs could be offered for
parents and preschoolers which would introduce them to the computer and provide
opportunities for them to become familiar with the technclogy and the programs
available.

SUMBARY

The waves of change are indeed causing activity, uncertainty, and exciting new
ways of working, living and socializing. If education is going to ride
Toffler's Third Wave into the future of the late twentieth century, technology
education will have to be made equitable for all children.

13
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